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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, 
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: 
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that 
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk 
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are 
evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of 
guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against 
surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant 
of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I 
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 

 
Psa 
46:1  

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. 

 
Psa 
46:2  

Therefore will not we fear, though the earth be removed, and though the mountains 
be carried into the midst of the sea; 

 
Psa 
46:3  

Though the waters thereof roar and be troubled, though the mountains shake with 
the swelling thereof. Selah. 

 
Psa 
46:6  

The heathen raged, the kingdoms were moved: he uttered his voice, the earth 
melted. 
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Psa 
46:7  

The LORD of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge. Selah. 

 
Psa 
46:8  

Come, behold the works of the LORD, what desolations he hath made in the earth. 

 
Psa 
46:9  

He maketh wars to cease unto the end of the earth; he breaketh the bow, and 
cutteth the spear in sunder; he burneth the chariot in the fire. 

 
Psa 
46:10  

Be still, and know that I am God: I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be 
exalted in the earth. 

 
Psa 
46:11  

The LORD of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge. Selah. 

 
Easter/Ishtar: Paganism Repackaged 
April 8th, 2007 | In this teaching we will be focusing on the history of Easter, exploring its 
disturbing undeniable Pagan roots. To be objective I have endeavored to garner input from not 
only Christian sources but also Catholic and Pagan sources as well; and as you will see all three 
sides are in agreement as to Easter’s Pagan origin and history. We will explore exactly when the 
holiday of Easter was incorporated into the Roman Catholic Church at the Council of Nicaea in 
325 AD; whereby this practice then started to permeate and leaven many other branches of 
Christianity. 
Of further note we will prove how the date of Easter is always determined by Astrology and how 
its date changes every year as a result. If this were the true date of the Resurrection of Jesus 
Christ, HOW COULD IT CHANGE? We will also be looking at Easters close ties to Pagan 
goddess known as Ishtar and the specific associations and practices of Easter like: The Easter 
Bunny, Colored Eggs, Lent, Ash Wednesday, Hot Cross Buns, Spring Break, The Easter Ham, 
Wicker Easter Baskets, Easter Sunrise Service, Mardi Gras, etc. . . . 
Lastly we will explore why only the King James Version translates the Greek word “pascha” to 
“Easter” (instead of “Passover”) in Acts 12:4; and how this is one more proof of the superiority of 
the Authorized King James Version. 
PDF: Ishtar Easter 
June 7th, 2013 |  

 
Popes Blasphemous Idolatrous Route to Catholic Sainthood 
http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/04/25/vatican-miracle-women-
gallagher-pkg.cnn.html 

 
Cliven Bundy’s Pro-Black, Pro-Mexican, Anti-Government 
Statements Completely Discredits New York Times  
The New York Times decided to do a hit piece on Cliven Bundy 
and in doing so they used the usual tricks: They edited Bundy's 
comments. Now the Nevada rancher is being smeared in the 
media as a racist due to the dishonorable coverage by the New 
York Times and others. So, in the spirit of fairness and 
truthfulness in media, here's the complete unedited video 
remarks of Cliven Bundy, which don't contain racist comments at 
all, but rather very pro-black and pro-Mexican comments. 

 
Black Soldiers: Cliven Bundy Is Not Racist 
A black marine who sides with Nevada cattle rancher Cliven 
Bundy in his dispute with the BLM has posted a diatribe on 
Facebook defending Bundy’s comments and slamming the 
corporate media’s coverage as a race baiting distortion designed 
to create social division. 
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In his missive, a marine going by the handle Charlie Delta blames the “liberal media” for 
attempting to paint Bundy as a racist, and says he himself has also wondered “the same 
about the decline of the black family.” 
Delta admits Bundy is “maybe not so tactful” and is “not an orator,” but that “he 
definitely isn’t – a racist.” He defends Bundy’s comments as being his own perspective, 
which he is entitled to. 

 
HOAX EXPOSED: Full Clip Of Cliven Bundy’s Non-Racist, Pro-Black, Pro-Mexican, Anti-
Government Remarks Vs. NYTimes’ Deceptively Edited Version  
Watch Bundy explain how we need to keep things from going backwards for blacks, and how 
the Federal government has created a neo-slave class via entitlement dependency that is so 
bad it is arguably worse than plantation slavery was. It is 100% clear that Cliven Bundy is not 
saying that blacks should be slaves picking cotton, but that the Federal government has created 
conditions for them so terrible, that their current situation may actually be worse. 

 
Chilling Truth: The Siege of the Bundy Ranch Reaches into the White House 

April 13, 2014 By Sara Noble--In the end, there is 
only one reason why the Bundy ranch was 
besieged. President Obama had to have taken 
the lead. He knew it was going on and he 
sanctioned it. Beyond oil, solar, and Chinese 
Communists with money, lurks Obama’s 
Agenda. A smoking gun has been found in the case 
of embattled rancher Cliven Bundy. A lucrative 
contract – which will benefit Harry Reid and his son 
Rory Reid – which specifically mentions the need to 
rid the land of Cliven Bundy. In addition, Natural 
News pointed out that the BLM is in the business of 
selling lucrative oil and gas leases.  
There is a much bigger picture in all of this, 
however, and that is the fact Mr. Obama believes 
the government should control the land and water in 

the United States. He does not respect 
private property – it is the 
government’s to take.  That should 
now be obvious to everyone. 
Mr. Obama is social engineering 
citizens off their own land into 
congested cities to control them 
like cattle (similar to the Hunger 
Games Movie) and to have it 
available for government use & to 
sell these lands to nations such as 
China (not only for greed sake) but 
to pay off our massive debts to 
them. He has already expressed a 
desire to share the wealth from our 
resources with the world through 

treaties such as The Law of the Sea treaty. 
Natural News reported that the Bureau of Land Management is in the business of leasing 
government lands to energy companies. Significant exploratory drilling is being conducted in 
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precisely the same area where the Bundy family has been running cattle since the 1870′s. This 
is known as the “Gold Butte” area. 
Oil has been found in nearby areas but oil and gas drilling have worked alongside ranching over 
the years without a problem. But of course, if the government can lease the land on which 
the cattle graze, it will be lucrative for them. 
In July 2011, the federal government agreed to allow China to buy up 600,000 acres of gas 
& oil fields in Texas. This is the same administration that would not allow new drilling; 
kicked Shell out of Alaska after billions of dollars of investments; shut down most 
offshore drilling; and tried to shut down Texas oil fields on the remote possibility that it 
might harm a tiny useless lizard that was most often known for being road kill. 
Bundy’s name came up regarding a solar project that the government currently wants to 
put in place with the Chinese communists using Nevada land. 
InfoWars posted documents found on the BLM website which BLM has since taken down. One  
document is titled, “Cattle Trespass Impacts” and it states that Bundy’s cattle negatively 
“impacts” solar development and would prevent the construction of utility-scale solar power 
generation facilities” on “public lands.” 
They are talking about a very lucrative “investment” of $5 billion by Chinese communists 
who will set up an enclave – a Chinese communist enclave – on U.S. land in Nevada. 
http://www.independentsentinel.com/chilling-truth-siege-of-bundy-ranch-reaches-into-
the-white-house/  

Barack Obama and the BLM Land Grab: The Evil Agenda of Communist Takeover  
On Sunday, Joseph Farah of WND.com exposed one of those stories that sometimes go 
unnoticed. Why? It's because it was a side note in a story about Harry Reid. Farah reports:  
And there's an even bigger story of scandal and corruption still beneath this show of force by the 
BLM, orchestrated by Harry Reid. 
On Jan. 20, 2013, WND warned Chinese government-backed economists were proposing a 
plan to allow Chinese corporations to set up "development zones" in the United States as part of 
a plan proposed by the Chinese government to convert into equity, the more than $1 trillion in 
U.S. Treasury debt owned by the Chinese government. 
The next day, Jan. 21, 2013, WND documented the Obama administration had begun to allow 
China to acquire major ownership interests in oil and natural gas resources across the USA. 
The first major intrusion of China in the U.S. oil and natural gas market can be traced to the 
Obama administration decision in October 2009 to allow state-owned Chinese energy giant 
China Offshore Oil Corporation, or CNOOC, to purchase a multi-million-dollar stake in 600,000 
acres of South Texas oil and gas fields.. 
Jerome R. Corsi reported: China’s two, giant, state-owned oil companies acquiring oil and 
natural gas interests in the USA are CNOOC, 100-percent owned by the government of 
the People’s Republic of China, and Sinopec Group. The largest shareholder of Sinopac 
Corporation is an investment company owned by the government of the People’s 
Republic of China, largely to acquire and operate oil and natural gas interests worldwide. 
On March 6, 2012, the Wall Street Journal compiled a state-by-state list of the $17 billion in oil 
and natural gas equity interests CNOOC and Sinopec have acquired in the United States since 
2010. 

 Colorado: CNOOC gained a one-third stake in 800,000 acres in northeast Colorado and 
southwest Wyoming in a $1.27-billion pact with Chesapeake Energy Corporation. 

 Louisiana: Sinopec has a one-third interest in 265,000 acres in the Tuscaloosa Marine 
Shale after a broader $2.5-billion deal with Devon Energy. 

 Michigan: Sinopec gained a one-third interest in 350,000 acres in a larger $2.5-billion 
deal with Devon Energy. 

 Ohio: Sinopec acquired a one-third interest in Devon Energy’s 235,000 Utica Shale 
acres in a larger $2.5-billion deal. 
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 Oklahoma: Sinopec has a one-third interest in 215,000 acres in a broader $2.5-billion 
deal with Devon Energy. 

 Texas: CNOOC acquired a one-third interest in Chesapeake Energy’s 600,000 acres in 
the Eagle Ford Shale in a $2.16-billion deal. 

 Wyoming: CNOOC has a one-third stake in northeast Colorado and southeast Wyoming 
after a $1.27-billion pact with Chesapeake Energy. Sinopec gained a one-third interest in 
Devon Energy’s 320,000 acres as part of a larger $2.5-billion deal. 

When Nevada rancher Cliven Bundy refused to take his cattle off land the federal government 
demanded for the habitat of an endangered desert tortoise, it focused the nation’s attention on 
an arena Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., may have preferred to be kept quiet. 
On April 3, 3012, Bloomberg reported Chinese billionaire Wang Yusuo, one of China’s richest 
citizens and the founder of Chinese energy giant ENN Group, had teamed up with Senate 
Majority Leader Reid to win incentives including land 113 miles southeast of Las Vegas that 
ENN sought to buy for $4.5 million, less than one-eighth of the land’s $38.6 million assessed 
value. 
Bloomberg reported ENN intended to create solar energy farms on the Nevada land. 
Bloomberg further documented ENN had contributed $40,650 individually and through its 
political action committee to Sen. Reid over the previous three election cycles. 
Subsequently, on Sept. 4, 2012, Breitbart.com reported lawyer Rory Reid, the son of Sen. 
Reid, had been appointed the primary representative for ENN Energy Group, to be the 
front man for a bid by ENN to build a $5-billion solar panel plant on a 9,000-acre Clark 
County desert plot in Laughton, Nevada. 
A Reuters report published on Aug. 31, 2012, documented that Reid was recruited by ENN 
during a 2011 trip he took to China with nine other U.S. senators, supposedly to invite Chinese 
investment in the United States. 
The Senate group accompanying Reid on his 2011 trip to China included six other Democrats 
and three Republicans: Richard Shelby, R-Ala.; Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.; Dick Durbin, D-Ill.; 
Mike Enzi, R-Wyo.; Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.; Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J.; Johnny Isakson, 
R-Ga.; Jeff Merkley, D-Ore.; and Michael Bennet, D-Colo. 
“A tortoise isn’t the reason why BLM is harassing a 67-year-old rancher,” blogger Dana 
Loesch wrote last week. “They want his land.” 
Loesch pointed out that Reid has been accused by ranchers in Nevada of using the BLM 
to control Nevada land, over 84 percent of which is already owned by the federal 
government, and to pay back special interests, including his top donor, Harry 
Whittemore, who first urged Reid to have the habitat of the desert tortoise protected 
before he was convicted of violating federal election laws by illegally funneling $150,000 
to Reid’s 2007 reelection campaign. 
Confirmed by a 71-28 Senate vote on April 9, BLM chief Neil Kornze served as a former 
senior adviser to Reid before he joined BLM in 2011, serving for the past year as the 
agency’s principal deputy director, according to a CBS local television news report broadcast 
in Carson City, Nevada. 
In 2012, BLM and the U.S. Department of Energy published a “Final Pragmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for Solar Energy Development in Six 
Southwestern States” that established the basis for allowing the desert tortoise to 
migrate habitats, paving the way to put solar energy development projects on acreage 
that includes public land at dispute in the Bundy standoff over grazing rights. 
Does anyone see a problem here? Barack Obama has a track record of selling America out, but 
this is ridiculous. Where are the checks and balances to stop Obama from selling America to the 
Chinese? Is blocking the Chinese from gaining control over America's energy consumption 
really about national security?  
The answer to that question would seem to be obvious, but for a moment let's pretend it 
is not. What could possibly happen?  
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Pure evil is what can happen.  
If that sounds overly dramatic I am sorry but that's the most accurate way to describe it. Dave 
Hodges reported yesterday that Nevada is only a drop in the bucket. This is happening all over, 
and it is about much more than repaying our debt to the Chinese. Dave Hodges reports:  
It is time to connect the dots on one leg of this land grab in Nevada. The I-15 Canamex Highway 
runs adjacent to the planned theft of the Bundy property. Comment: http://www.canamex.org/  
Says: Since its inception in 1995, the CANAMEX Corridor has grown to become the 
cornerstone for the seamless and efficient transportation of goods, services, people and 
information between Canada, Mexico and the United States.  
As the implementation of NAFTA moves toward fruition, the CANAMEX Corridor will 
broaden its initiatives to harvest the benefits of increased trade, tourism and economic 
activity within the region. 
In this location, a new Agenda 21 land designation is emerging and it is called a "Solar Energy 
Zone". Solar Energy Zones will connect the variables of the Canamex, the evisceration of 
private property rights, land use delineated in the Agenda 21 Wildlands, the control of all 
transportation corridors within the United States and the ultimate betrayal, the Chinese 
control of all military bases in the United States. 
How do I know this? First, I have lived through the same resource theft, property rights land 
grab with the Canamex. Additionally, in Arizona, we are also establishing a solar farm system 
that has all the hallmark traits of what is going on at the Bundy property. The Arizona state 
government is cooperating with various federal agencies to build a massive solar farm 70 miles 
southeast of Phoenix. The Arizona solar project is located adjacent to Luke AFB flight 
operations and it is near another energy resource, the Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant. As an 
aside, I was contacted by a Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant employee this week. FEMA has 
been on site in a surprise inspection and my source has expressed apprehension and surprise 
at this development. Does anyone else smell a false flag coming? Also, as time goes on, I am 
certain this will connect the Palo Verde Nuclear Power Plant to the solar farm. 
The Bundy area contains the exact same set of variables as what I am seeing here in Arizona in 
that we see the Canamex Highway nearby, a land grab, proximity to a military base and 
proximity to another large energy resource, the nearby Hoover Dam. I suspect that I am now 
going to hear from many people across the country who are going to now connect these dots in 
their home state and see this for what it is. 
If the Chinese gain control of all new energy (i.e. solar power), can you imagine what your 
energy costs will be? Our problems with this plot extend far beyond energy costs. 
I would highly suggest reading both of yesterday's articles on this subject:  

 Read Joseph Farah's article  
 Read Dave Hodges' article  

What I want people to understand is that these marching orders are coming from Barack 
Obama via his handlers. This is all about a plan to sell this country to China and it is an 
act of absolute treason. It is not about repayment of debt. It is about the destruction of 
America.  
America is being attacked from within, and the Cliven Bundy incident is simply the latest 
manifestation of that. For anyone who has studied the Cloward-Piven strategy, you will 
understand that the ridiculous fiscal policies of the current administration are meant to 
cripple the economy and bring rise to a full socialist, and ultimately communist, state.  
However, that doesn't begin to describe the horror that awaits, because the planned 
communist state is being constructed by our president calling upon the help of foreign 
influences that will eventually run this country, if he has his way.  
You are fooling yourself if you think that 2014 and 2016 elections will fix this. There are 
simply too many bad people already in place. The cancer is spreading, and it will take 
some more of what we saw in Nevada to fix it.  
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Comment: While I applaud the patriots at the Bundy property, only God Himself could fix 
America and I don’t see any Bible for that happening, especially moving into the end 
times with the Antichrist and False Prophet coming to power.   
Source 
http://freedomoutpost.com/2014/04/barack-obama-blm-land-grab-evil-agenda-communist-
takeover/#xlWDkHx6LgZC7m2J.99 

 
BLM Selling Out America-Fabian Calvo  
Play video to 8:12: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDZOoC4EyCE#t=215   

 
Bundy Ranch, 20 State Reps Form The Coalition For Western States, Oathkeepers Call 50 
Militia To Stay At Ranch 90+ Days 
Call to oath keepers and militia members: Rotating shifts to commence at Bundy ranch. 
Michael Doyle sent a message to Next News Network saying, “We need 30 to 50 men to man 
post and guard duty for rotating shifts. We have a field kitchen to serve 3 meals a day. If 
homeless Vets want to help, we are occupying the ranch for 3+ MONTHS.” 
Occupy The Ranch: Rotating Shifts Have Commenced at Bundy Ranch 
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1agQK6g4q0  
Also, meet the coalition! 20 state legislators from Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Montana and Idaho 
have teamed up together to make sure this doesn’t happen again and that the federal land is 
transferred to the state level, allowing the states and counties to manage the land, not far away 
Washington D.C 
BUNDY RANCH: Meet the Coalition  
Play: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqDa_Ov2n0c  
The Coalition of Western States: State representatives Michele Fiore, Matt Shea represents the 
4th Legislative District in Spokane Valley, WA,   Barry Weller, district III supervisor, Apache Co, 
Arizona, David Taylor State Representative 15th District (R-Moxee). Just to name a few. These 
brave representatives are standing up for what is RIGHT & OUR Constitutional RIGHTS. 
Please help the Oathkeepers by donating here for food, water, etc. They plan on having 
revolving shifts to help protect the Bundy’s and our freedoms. 

 
50 Political Leaders from 9 states gather in Utah to discuss ways to take back control of 
federal lands  
By Kristen Moulton--The Salt Lake Tribune--Apr 18 2014 
Western states have gone on the offensive against the Federal government as 50 political 
leaders from 9 western states are meeting to take back their land from the federal 
government with accusations that the FEDS continue to mismanage the land that states 
will be much better prepared to handle. We learn here that this meeting was planned prior 
to the Bundy Ranch standoff which they term only a symptom of the overall problem. The 
video below is a must-see interview with a BLM whistleblower who exposes the military 
industrial complex’s role in the FEDS actions against Bundy Ranch. 
Click here to Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IlXxT3Pixc  
It’s time for Western states to take control of federal lands within their borders, 
lawmakers and county commissioners from Western states said at Utah’s Capitol on 
Friday.  
More than 50 political leaders from nine states convened for the first time to talk about 
their joint goal: wresting control of oil-, timber -and mineral-rich lands away from the 
feds. 
“It’s simply time,” said Rep. Ken Ivory, R-West Jordan, who organized the Legislative 
Summit on the Transfer for Public Lands along with Montana state Sen. Jennifer Fielder. 
“The urgency is now.” 
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http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/politics/57836973-90/utah-lands-lawmakers-federal.html.csp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IlXxT3Pixc


Utah House Speaker Becky Lockhart, R-Provo, was flanked by a dozen participants, 
including her counterparts from Idaho and Montana, during a press conference after the 
daylong closed-door summit. U.S. Sen. Mike Lee addressed the group over lunch, Ivory 
said. New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming, Oregon and Washington also were 
represented. 
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/politics/57836973-90/utah-lands-lawmakers-federal.html.csp   

 
From: JH 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014  
Subject: Listener Update on NY Gun Registration Resistance 
A friend of mine from upstate NY said that a local small town had a rally March 31 in which over 
14,000 weapons were simultaneously discharged at noon.  Those gun owners will be joining 
other armed NY citizens for a march on Albany next Tuesday...  I hope all of us are in prayer for 
them and for the government to back down. 
Here’s what she wrote: 
1. Gloversville March 31st 14,000 discharged weapons at noon. 
2. April 15th - march on Albany by above and others, with weapons. 
3. XXXX called and gave me an update. He is quite an activist and says NY State is going 
upside down over the confiscation/registration fiascos.
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